Entity Resolution (ER) 
Introduction
The process of Entity Resolution (ER) identifies records that refer to the same real-world entity and merges them. For example, in a comparison shopping application, records arrive from different stores. Two records r 1 and r 2 may refer to exactly the same product, e.g., an iPod, but may not have a unique identifier that links them. (For instance, each store may use a different identification scheme, and in addition, product names, descriptions and other fields may contain typos or may be missing.) If r 1 and r 2 match, i.e., are deemed to be "similar enough" that they represent the same product, then it may be useful to merge them into, say, r 12 , a "composite" of the original records. Because r 12 contains more information that r 1 or r 2 alone, it may now match other records that neither r 1 nor r 2 match.
ER is a critical component of any information integration task, whether we are looking for terrorist activities, combining customer records after two companies merge, or consolidating student records for students that change schools. Unfortunately, ER is usually a computationally expensive process. First, there are often many records. In a comparison shopping application, for instance, tens of millions of records can be received daily from different merchants. Second, the record comparisons that are performed are typically expensive, as compared to, say, checking an equality predicate in a database join. For example, to compare records, we may perform maximal common sub-sequence computations on text fields. We may also look up values in large dictionaries of canonical terms (e.g., to map "Bobby" to "Robert"). We may also need to do language or character set translations on some fields.
There are generally two ways to deal with the extremely high computational load of ER: One is to "partition" the problem using semantic knowledge and the other is to exploit multiple processors. As an example of partitioning, we can divide our product records (in the comparison shopping application) by category (CDs, MP3 players, cameras, etc.), and then only try to match records in the same category (possibly with some overlap between partitions, e.g., if products have multiple categories). Here we are using the knowledge that records in different categories will never match. Of course, in some applications we may not have such knowledge, or we may not be willing to assume that the categorization is perfect. But even with semantic knowledge, there may still be many comparisons to perform because the resulting categories or buckets are still relatively large. Thus, we believe that the second option, parallelism, will be essential in many applications. In our work we focus on techniques for distributing the ER process over multiple processors, both for the case where we have no semantic knowledge, and the case where we have ways of partitioning the problem.
A majority of the work on ER to date has been done in the context of a specific application, e.g., resolving author or customer records. Thus, it is often hard to generalize the results, i.e., it is difficult to separate the applicationspecific techniques from the ideas that could be used in other contexts. To clearly separate the application details from the generic ER processing, in this paper we encapsulate the record matching and merging into two black-box functions. The match function takes as input two records, and decides if they represent the same real-world entity. The match function may compute similarities between the two records (and perhaps other records), but eventually it must decide if the two records should be merged. If records are to be combined, the merge function is called to generate a new composite record.
Note that by encapsulating match and merge, we are separating accuracy issues from performance issues. From our perspective, accuracy (i.e., if the composite records are "correct") is a function of the match and merge functions, which we are given. Our job is only to invoke these functions as few times as necessary, and to distribute the work of evaluating the functions across processors.
Overview of Our Approach
To motivate our approach, and to illustrate some of the challenges faced, consider the following simple example. Say we have 6 input records, r 0 through r 5 . Figure 1 shows one possible ER outcome for this example, assuming we run on a single processor. After comparing the input records, we discover that r 0 and r 3 match, so they are merged into r 6 . The new record then matches with r 4 ; the resulting merged record is r 8 . In this example, r 2 and r 5 also merge, into record r 7 . The final answer is {r 1 , r 7 , r 8 }, where none of these records match any further.
Figure 1. A sample run of Entity Resolution
The matches in our example could have been found in a different order, e.g., perhaps r 0 and r 4 are merged first, and then with r 3 . In this paper we will assume that the order of merging does not impact the final outcome, and that the records that went into a composite record can be deleted from the final answer. (The precise properties are given in Section 2.) However, it is important to note that if these properties do not hold, our distributed algorithms can be extended in a straightforward way (for example, we would not delete records after they merge).
Say we want to distribute this ER processing over three processors, P 0 , P 1 and P 2 . The problem is analogous to performing a distributed self-join in a database system: we wish to distribute the records to the processors so that the comparisons are done in parallel. However, there are two important differences with joins:
• With a join, the match function is simple and known, so we can exploit this knowledge. For example, if the common join attribute is X, we can distribute records with X < 10 to one processor, those with X ≥ 10 to another, and comparisons will be localized to one processor. With ER, we may not know anything about the match function, so we need to develop mechanisms that work in general.
• With ER, unlike joins, there is a "feedback" loop where merged records need to be re-distributed and compared to other records.
To address theses issues, we use a general distribution function we call scope. That is, scope(r i ) gives us the set of processors where r i will be sent. For example, Figure 2 shows one possible scope function. Note that this scope function can be expressed by scope(r i ) = {P j , P k } where j = i mod 3, and k = (i + 1) mod 3. 
Figure 2. One possible scope function
Notice that for every pair of records, there is at least one processor that has both records. For example, the pair r 0 , r 2 is at P 0 , and the pair r 0 , r 3 is at P 0 and P 1 . Thus, if each processor executes all match comparisons on records in its scope, we will not miss any comparisons. Our algorithm will proceed by distributing the input records to processors using the scope function. Then each processor will apply the match function to the pairs of records it has.
Of course, with this scheme we may perform redundant comparisons, e.g., in our case, the r 0 , r 3 comparisons would be performed by both P 0 and P 1 . To avoid redundant comparisons we also introduce a responsible function (denoted resp): processor P k will apply the match function to r i and r j only if it is in the scope of both records, and resp(P k , r i , r j ) is true. Intuitively, the responsible function needs to compute the set of processors that will have both r i and r j , and then deterministically choose one of them, without overloading some processors. Since the responsible function typically performs simple arithmetic (or more basic) operations, it is much cheaper to compute than the match function, and hence the saving can be significant. In Section 4.1, we provide several instances of scope and resp functions.
When a processor finds a match among its records, it computes the merged record and distributes it so that the new record is compared against all existing records. Thus, scope and responsible functions should work with merged records, and guarantee that no matches are missed. However, even with a good responsible function, it will be impossible to avoid all redundant work due to the concurrent execution of related comparisons. To illustrate this unavoidable redundancy, suppose that three records r i , r j and r k all match pairwise. Say that processor P 0 is responsible for the r i , r j comparison, processor P 1 for the r i , r k pair, and P 2 for the r j , r k pair. Each processor in parallel will discover a match and will merge its pair of records. The three resulting records, r ij , r ik and r jk are distributed, and compared again, and each pair of the new records could be the responsibility of a different processor. Each of these processors will then independently compute the same merged record r ijk (recall that merge order is not important). Thus, r ijk is generated three times. Our algorithm will eventually remove the duplicate copies, but we have performed more work than necessary to get r ijk . Depending on the timing of events, some of the redundant work may be avoided, but there is always the potential for redundancy. As a matter of fact, adding processors beyond some limit may be counter productive, as it may lead to more redundant work and more communication overhead. One of our goals here is to empirically study these issues, and to evaluate how much redundant work may be done in practice.
If we have semantic knowledge, we may develop scope and responsible functions that reduce the number of comparisons, analogous to what is done with joins. For instance, if product records can only match if their "price" attribute is numerically close, we can design a scope function that assigns records to processors by price, so a processor only gets records whose price is close.
Preliminaries
We first define our generic setting for ER; additional details can be found in [3] . We are given a set of records R = {r 1 , . . . , r n } to be resolved. The match function M (r i , r j ) evaluates to true if records r i and r j are deemed to represent the same real-world entity. As shorthand we write r i ≈ r j . If r i ≈ r j , a merge function generates r i , r j , the composite of r i and r j .
Match and merge functions are usually not arbitrary, and may satisfy the following four simple properties:
• Commutativity: ∀r 1 , r 2 , r 1 ≈ r 2 iff r 2 ≈ r 1 , and if r 1 ≈ r 2 , then r 1 , r 2 = r 2 , r 1 .
• Reflexivity/Idempotence: ∀r, r ≈ r and r, r = r.
• Merge representativity: If r 3 = r 1 , r 2 then for any r 4 s.t. r 1 ≈ r 4 , we also have r 3 ≈ r 4 .
• Merge associativity: ∀r 1 , r 2 , r 3 such that both r 1 , r 2 , r 3 and r 1 , r 2 , r 3 exist, r 1 , r 2 , r 3 = r 1 , r 2 , r 3 .
As discussed in [3] , if these properties do not hold, the entity resolution problem becomes much more expensive. In this paper we focus on applications where these properties hold. However, as noted earlier, the algorithms we present can be extended to perform the additional comparisons required if the properties do not hold.
During entity resolution, we may generate merged records that do not carry additional information, relative to other records. For instance, say records r i , r j , r k have merged into record r ijk (via two merges). In this case we no longer need records r i , r ij , or any other records derived from a subset of {r i , r j , r k }. We call the unnecessary records dominated.
Definition 2.1
Given two records, r 1 and r 2 , we say that r 1 is dominated by r 2 , denoted
One can easily verify that domination is a partial order on records. We are now ready to define the entity resolution problem:
Definition 2.2 Given a set of input records R, an Entity Resolution of R, denoted ER(R) is a set of records such that: • Any record in ER(R) is derived (through merges) from records in R; • Any record that can be derived from R is either in ER(R), or is dominated by a record in ER(R); • No two records in ER(R) match, and no record in ER(R) is dominated by any other.
In [3] , we show that the entity resolution of R is unique, and provide R-Swoosh, an optimal algorithm for performing entity resolution on a single processor. R-Swoosh incrementally processes the input records, while maintaining a set R of (so far) non-dominated, non-matching records. R-Swoosh performs a merge as soon as a pair of matching records is found, puts the obtained record back into the input set R, and deletes the pair of matching records immediately.
Distributed ER
In this section, we extend the R-Swoosh sequential algorithm for generic ER to be distributed, in order to run in parallel on multiple processors. We start by defining the primitives needed to capture distribution, then present the algorithm.
Distribution Primitives
Our p processors are P = {P 0 , . . . , P p−1 }. As mentioned in the introduction, we introduce a "scope" function to distribute records across processors and a "responsible" predicate to reduce redundant work, by deciding which processors are responsible for which comparisons. These are defined formally as follows.
Definition 3.1 A scope function is a function from R, the domain of records to 2
P that assigns to each record r a subset scope(r) of the processors. A responsible predicate is a Boolean predicate over P × R × R. When resp(P i , r, r ) = true, we say that processor P i is responsible for the pair of records (r, r ). Scope and resp satisfy the following "coverage" property. Coverage property: For any pair of matching records r, r , there exists at least one processor P i such that P i ∈ scope(r) ∩ scope(r ) and resp(P i , r, r ) = true.
Interestingly, the coverage property is related to the distributed mutual exclusion problem [8] . We can think of record r as a process that "locks" the processors in its scope. Since r also locks its scope, and since scope(r)∩scope(r ) is not empty, then r and r are mutually excluded. Thus, requiring scopes to intersect (so every pair of matching records is compared) is equivalent to requiring the locks to conflict at least one processor. Any coterie [11] used for mutual exclusion can hence be used for guaranteeing coverage in our context. However, we only want coteries that distribute the workload evenly, since we are doing expensive record comparisons and not locking.
Distributed Computing Model
We make the standard assumptions about our distributed computing model: First, we assume that no messages exchanged between processors are lost. Second, that messages sent from a processor to another are received in the same order as they are sent, and processed in that same order (this can be achieved easily by numbering the messages). Finally, that processors are able to use some existing distributed termination detection technique to detect that they are all in an idle state (see, e.g., [6] ).
The D-Swoosh Algorithm
We are now ready to give our general algorithm for distributed ER. The algorithm of Figure 1 asynchronously runs a variant of the R-Swoosh algorithm at each processor P i . Initially, each P i receives the records in its scope. Each P i maintains a set R i of non-dominated, non-matching records. The processor also keeps a set D i of the records it knows have been deleted. When a new (added) record r is received by P i , it is successively compared to every record r in R i , provided P i is responsible for that comparison. If a match is found, the matching records are merged immediately, and messages are sent to the relevant processors (identified through the scope function) instructing them to add or delete records. If no match is found, then r is added to R i .
Note that if the new merged record r, r is identical to either r or r , then not all the messages are sent out. Furthermore, if r, r is equal to r, the record we are processing, we continue processing r. If no match is found with any of the R i records, r is added to R i . The algorithm terminates when all processors have resolved all the records in their scope, and the messages they sent have been received and processed. The final answer is the union of the R i sets at the processors.
Consider running D-Swoosh on the 6 record example dataset from our initial example. Recall that our example scope function (Figure 2) assigns to P 0 records {r 0 , r 2 , r 3 , r 5 }, while P 1 gets {r 0 , r 1 , r 3 , r 4 } and P 2 gets {r 1 , r 2 , r 4 , r 5 }. Let us focus on the actions at P 0 . Say P 0 is responsible for the r 0 , r 3 comparison, but not the r 2 , r 5 one. When P 0 merges r 0 , r 3 into r 6 , it sends −(r 0 ), −(r 3 ) messages to itself and P 1 (the processors that have these records in their scope). It also sends +(r 6 ) to the processors in scope(r 6 ), i.e., P 0 and P 1 .
In the meantime, P 0 will be getting messages from other processors. For example, the processor responsible for the pair r 2 , r 5 will send to P 0 messages −(r 2 ), −(r 5 ) when those records merge. As the messages arrive at P 0 , they are processed. For instance, when the −(r 2 ) message arrives at P 0 , record r 2 is removed from R 0 , if it is there. Note that r 2 may not be in R 0 , e.g., the initial +(r 2 ) message may not have arrived. This is why the −(r 2 ) message is "remembered" in the set D 0 : when r 2 finally arrives, it will be ignored because r 2 is in D 0 . Records r 6 and r 4 will be merged at processor P 1 to form r 8 , +(r 8 ) will be sent to processors r 0 and r 2 .
Theorem 3.2 Given a set of records R, the D-Swoosh algorithm terminates and computes ER(R).
The proof of this theorem is an extension of the correctness proof of the sequential R-Swoosh algorithm, and can be found in the extended version of this paper [2] .
Choosing scope and resp
We now consider particular scope and resp functions to distribute the ER work among a set of processors. We start with strategies that are always applicable because they do not make any extra assumptions, then turn to strategies which exploit existing semantic knowledge.
input: A set R of records output: A set R of records
Initialization:
on receive(+(r), 
Strategies Without Domain Knowledge
In this section, we consider strategies in which we do not have any a priori domain knowledge about records, and therefore must consider all possible matches between records. Our goal will be to distribute the work evenly across processors, while trying to reduce communications and redundant computations. We present three schemes: full replication, majority (which generalizes our initial example) and grid. We do not prove it here, but it is not difficult to see that the scope and resp functions given in Tables 1, 2 , and 3 satisfy the coverage property of Definition 3.1. Cardinality: p for l := 0 to p − 1, processor P l is in scope(ri). Records ri, rj at:
Number of overlap processors: m = p; for l := 0 to m − 1, processor P l in scope of both ri and rj. Cardinality: p/2 + 1;
Case (a):
processor P k is in scope of both ri and rj;
Reverse x and y in equations for case (a). Case (c):
Number of overlap processors: m = 2; Processors Px and Py are in scope of both ri and rj; Resp(P k , ri, rj) = true if (min(i, j) is even and k = x) OR (min(i, j) is odd and k = y).
Full Replication Scheme
In the full replications scheme, records are sent to all p processors. The scheme is defined is Table 1 , using the same style that will be used for the other schemes. To select the processor that is responsible for comparing records r i and r j , we select the smallest of the two indexes, i or j, and use it to identify the processor. If records identifiers are evenly distributed, this scheme ensures that each processor has a similar number of pairs to compare.
The full replication scheme clearly has a high storage overhead, so our next two schemes will reduce storage costs. However, as shown by our experiments (Section 5), full replication has benefits under some of the other metrics we consider. Cardinality: B; for k := 0 to B − 1, processor P x,k is in scope(ri). Records ri, rj at:
Number of overlap processors: If x = y then m = 1 else m = B; If x = y then processor Px,y is in scope of both ri and rj; If x = y then scope(ri)= scope(rj). Resp(P k , ri, rj) = true if P k = Px,y.
Majority Scheme
The majority scheme (Table 2 ) generalizes the scope and resp functions we used in the introduction, from 3 to an arbitrary number p of processors. The essential idea is that if any record has a scope that consists of more than half (i.e., a majority) of the processors, then any pair of records will share at least one common processor in their scopes. We also generalize the resp function such that any pair of record is the responsibility of exactly one processor. With the majority scheme, every processor receives and stores about half of the records in the dataset.
Figure 3. Scope for the majority scheme Figure 3 illustrates the majority scheme with p = 7 processors. The records are partitioned into 7 buckets, b 0 through b 6 , using hashing or modulo arithmetic. Each bucket b x is distributed to 4 processors, starting with processor x. Additional records would follow the same pattern. For example, if r 11 falls into bucket b 4 , the record is sent to P 4 , P 5 , P 6 , and P 0 . Similarly, we see that processor P 2 holds buckets b 0 , b 1 , b 2 and b 6 .
As shown in Table 2 , there are three cases to consider in determining where the scopes of two records intersect. For instance, consider two records in buckets b 1 and b 3 respectively. This situation corresponds to the first case since x − y (i.e., the difference in bucket indexes) is 3 − 1, which is less than half the processors. Here, the scopes overlap at m = 2 processors: P 3 and P 4 . The resp function then uses the smallest record identifier to select one of these two processors.
Grid Scheme
With the grid scheme (Table 3) , we again divide records into B disjoint buckets. For this scheme, we require that the number of processors be B(B +1)/2, which corresponds to the number of elements in half a matrix of size B, including the diagonal. For B = 7 buckets, we need 28 processors, which are arranged as illustrated in Figure 4 . For the scope, every record in bucket j is sent to the processors that appear on the j th line and column of the (half) matrix. Observe that processors on the diagonal get records from exactly one bucket, while processors in other positions receive records from two buckets. For the resp function, the processor at the intersection of the i th and j th column is responsible for the pairs of records r, r such that one of them is in bucket i and the other in bucket j. Hence, processors on the diagonal are responsible for comparing all the records in their scope, while other processors are only responsible for the pairs of records in their scope which belong to different buckets.
Note incidentally that with the grid scheme, the DSwoosh answer can be computed by taking the union of the records held by the processors on the diagonal only. This operation does not even require looking for duplicate records, as these sets are disjoint.
We can show that the grid scheme is within a factor of at most √ 2 of the initial storage costs of an optimal scheme, when the number of buckets B is large. For large B, the number of processors p = B(B + 1)/2 approaches B 2 /2, so B = √ 2p. With the grid, each of n input records is copied to B processors, so the total initial storage cost is n √ 2p (compared to np for the full replication scheme, and n( p/2 + 1) for the majority scheme).
In a space optimal scheme, a processor that has x records would perform at most all x 2 /2 comparisons if no records match. For load balancing, each processor should have the same number of records, so the total number of comparisons across processors is at most px 2 /2. Since we cannot miss any of the n 2 /2 comparisons which happen among the initial records if no records match, we see that x 2 must be greater than or equal to n 2 /p, or x ≥ n/ √ p. The total storage cost for the optimal scheme must be at least this amount multiplied by p, or n √ p. Thus, we see that the grid is within a factor of √ 2 of the optimal scheme for the initial storage cost.
Cost of the resp Function
In the introduction, we argued that calling the responsible function is inexpensive. The functions we have presented here are relatively cheap since they only involve simple arithmetic. Furthermore, for the grid scheme, the resp function can be checked simply by keeping the records at a processor in two areas. In particular, for non-diagonal processors (say, at position (i, j)), the set R can be kept as two disjoint sets R | i and R | j holding the records that belong to each of the buckets respectively. When a new record arrives, it need only be compared to the records in the opposite bucket. For processors on the diagonal, resp is true for all pairs of records in the scope of the processor (which are the only records the processor gets to process), and hence can be skipped.
Strategies With Domain Knowledge
Our work includes various methods for employing domain knowledge in conjunction with D-Swoosh. Due to space requirements, these methods are present only in the extended version of this paper [2] .
Experiments
We implemented the D-Swoosh algorithm, and the various choices of scope and resp functions discussed in the previous sections, and conducted extensive experiments on subsets of a comparison shopping dataset from Yahoo! In this section, we describe our implementation and experimental setting, and report the main findings of our experiments. Additional results from an implementation that simulates parallel operation can be found in [2] .
Experimental Setting
We ran our experiments on subsets of a comparison shopping dataset provided by Yahoo!. The dataset consists of product records sent by merchants to appear on the Yahoo! shopping site. It is about 6Gb in size, and contains a very large array of products from many different vendors.
Such a large dataset must be (and is in practice) divided into groups for processing. For our experiments we extracted a subset of about 138,000 records consisting of up to 50,000 records for each of four keywords: "iPod", "mp3", "book", and "dvd". From this subset, we randomly selected subsets varying in size, starting with a size of 5,000 records.
Each of these smaller datasets represents a possible set of records that must be resolved by one or more processors. If we are modeling a scenario with no semantic knowledge, then all records in the dataset must be compared. If we are considering a scenario where semantic knowledge is available, the database can be further divided by category.
Our match function considers two attributes of the product records, the title and the price. Titles are compared using the Jaro-Winkler similarity measure [23] , to which a threshold t is applied to get a yes/no answer. Prices are compared based on their numerical distance, and match if one is within some percentage α of the other. Two records match if both their titles and price match. We experimented with different t and α values, and selected ones that worked reasonably well with this data (t = 0.95, α = 0.33). In one of our experiments (see below) we vary t to model different applications where more or fewer records would match. To merge pairs of records, we simply took the union of distinct values for each attribute.
We implemented the D-Swoosh algorithm in Java 1.5, using TCP connections for peer-to-peer message passing. To avoid stalling due to TCP flow control, sending and receiving messages were separated into different threads. For our experiments we ran the code on up to 15 approximately identical machines, all connected via Ethernet. Each machine had a Pentium 4 2.8GHz CPU with hyperthreading enabled, and 2GB of RAM. We ran the code under the Sun Java VM 1.5.0 05-b05, on a GNU/Linux system using kernel 2.6.11 with SMP enabled.
To evaluate the performance of D-Swoosh, we use the following metrics, which can be precisely evaluated in our environment.
• Runtime: The total amount of time to distribute the records to the peers, compute the result, and detect the termination of the algorithm. This metric captures the raw performance of the algorithm under the specified conditions. • Aggregated computation: The main cost of ER is the pairwise comparisons of records, so we count the overall number of comparisons performed by all processors. When multiple processors are used, this metric captures the overhead of parallelism.
• Communication: We count the total number of bytes sent across the network by the processors, and use this as a metric of the overall communication cost. We focus on the communication cost generated by the actual ER process, and do not count the initial distribution of records to processors, nor the gathering of the result after termination.
• Storage: We measure the maximum number of records in the R i set of each processor during the execution, and sum across all processors to get the overall storage cost.
No Domain Knowledge
We start by studying the performance of the schemes we presented in Section 4.1, which do not assume any form of domain knowledge. We ran D-Swoosh on a 10,000 record dataset, generated as described in Section 5.1. All the schemes compute the same ER result, which contains 9,715 records. This indicates that relatively few record matches were found-a fact we attribute to the random sampling, which can greatly reduce the percentage of duplicate records in a set. We compared the Full Replication, Majority, and Grid schemes, while varying the number of processors from 1 to 15. Figure 5 gives the aggregated computation as a function of the number of processors, for each of the schemes. Note that the (approximately) 50 million comparisons observed for one processor corresponds to the number of comparisons performed by the sequential R-Swoosh algorithm. A few of the schemes perform slightly fewer comparisons. This is surprising, considering that the sequential algorithm is optimal. However, the optimality of the sequential algorithm refers to the expected number of computations when all orderings of the input are considered, not on one given ordering. Distributing the records across different processors can result in a more "lucky" ordering that reduces the number of comparisons.
The vertical scale in Figure 5 starts at 49.6 million comparisons, so the good news is that the extra work as we distribute the load is not excessive. In the worst case we perform roughly 2% extra comparisons. As the number of processors grows, each of the schemes starts performing redundant comparisons, even though each unique comparison is the responsibility of one and only one processor. Intuitively, the sequential R-Swoosh algorithm is efficient because it is able to perform merges and deletions as early as possible. This benefit is gradually lost as records are spread out randomly across processors, discussed in greater detail in the extended version of this paper [2] . In the figure we see that the different distribution schemes generate similar workloads, and that surprisingly the Full Replication scheme does very well (with a higher storage cost, see below).
We now consider runtime, which captures the true benefit of parallelism obtained from distributing ER across multiple processors. As shown by Figure 6 , all schemes benefit from having more processors by reducing the computational cost for each processor, and therefore for the ER computation overall. The runtime of a single processor goes down from around 700 seconds for the sequential case, to about 150 seconds with 15 processors. The lowest line in the graph suggests how an algorithm would perform if it had perfect scalability. That is, if the runtime of the algorithm were simply the runtime for a single processor divided by the number of processors. The Majority and Grid schemes both stay quite close to this line up through 15 processors.
The Full Replication scheme shows the most improvement for small numbers of processors, but as expected, the scheme does not scale well to larger numbers of processors, as the increase in network bandwidth begins to have an effect on the runtime. The irregularity of the Majority scheme is due to the fact that the scheme works better for odd numbers of processors than for even numbers. For low numbers of processors, the Grid scheme is slightly less efficient than the two others because the processors on the diagonal of the grid perform less work than the others. This difference evens out as the number of processors increases, hence the runtime of the Grid scheme fares better with larger numbers of processors. Figure 7 gives the storage cost for each scheme as a function of the number of processors. The Full Replication strategy sends every record to every processor, so its storage cost grows linearly. In the Majority scheme, every record is sent to a majority of the processors, so the storage cost also grows linearly, but only stepping up on transitions from odd to even numbers of processors. The Grid scheme performs much better, as the storage cost grows only proportionally to √ p. It is in fact the only scheme where the storage requirements per processor decreases arbitrarily as the number of processors increases. Figure 8 gives the total number of messages exchanged during ER, as a function of the number of processors, for each of our schemes. Intuitively, there are two factors that impact communication costs. More record replication implies more communications, as merged records have to be sent to more processors. On the other hand, as we have discussed, replication may cause merges to occur earlier, which reduces redundant work and unnecessary communications. Our experiments show, however, that this second factor does not play a significant role in the communication cost. The communication cost for the algorithms appears strictly proportional to the amount of record replication.
To summarize the results, we find that parallelism is very effective for increasing the performance of the ER process. All three strategies perform quite well, however Majority seems to be the best selection for a small number of processors, and Grid is best for larger number of processors.
With Domain Knowledge
Full results for the experiments making use of domain knowledge are available in the extended version of this paper [2] . To summarize, we found the surprising result that the Grid scheme ran much faster than both of our schemes using domain knowledge. This was due to the domain knowledge schemes' inability to effectively distribute the load. We also compared the scalability of our algorithms up to 80,000 records. All algorithms demonstrated a runtime that increased quadratically with the size of the dataset (an inherent characteristic of ER), but they also all scaled far better than the sequential algorithm.
Related Work
Originally introduced by Newcombe et al. [17] as "record linkage", the ER problem was then studied under various names, such as Merge/Purge [12] , deduplication [19] , reference reconciliation [9] , object identification [20] , and others. Most approaches focus on the "matching" part, i.e. accurately finding the records that represent the same entities, using a variety of techniques, such as Fellegi & Sunter's probabilistic linkage rules [10] , Bayesian networks [22] , or clustering [16, 7] . Our approach encapsulates the outcome of such complex decision processes into a Boolean match function that decides whether two records represent the same entity or not. Iterative approaches [4, 9] identified the need for a "feedback loop" that compare merged records in order to discover more matches. Our approach eliminates redundant comparisons by tightly integrating matches and merges.
"Blocking" techniques use domain knowledge to prune the space of comparisons when performing ER. Canopies [15] construct overlapping subsets of the records similarly to our value equality scheme, and the sorted neighborhoods of [12] is very similar to our linear ordering scheme. An overview of such blocking methods can be found in [1] . With the exception of [12] , these approaches assume a single processor. [12] 's "band join" parallelizes linear ordering like we do, but does not generalize to other forms of domain knowledge, and does not consider merging records.
In the distributed computing literature, we mentioned the connection of our "coverage condition", which guarantees the correctness of D-Swoosh to the distributed mutual exclusion problem [8] , and schemes based on coteries [11] .
Our majority scheme is based on the well-known principle of a quorum [21] . The grid scheme is a variant of Maekawa's construction in [14] . An important difference is that coteries designed for mutual exclusion try to maximize the number of operating nodes [18] or their availability [13] . By contrast, the coteries used in our strategies distribute work across processors, and are optimal when they minimize computation and communication.
Recently, Bilenko et al considered the ER problem on a comparison shopping dataset from Google [5] . Their focus is on continuously learning the appropriate match function for records, and is therefore complementary to our work, which focuses on executing matches and merges efficiently.
Conclusion
Entity resolution is an important problem that arises in many information integration scenarios. A lot of the work to date has focused on how to achieve semantically accurate results, e.g., how to ensure that the resulting records truly represent real-world entities in some application domain. Instead, we have focused on the also important problem of performance: given accurate (or accurate enough) match and merge functions, how can we distribute all the necessary work across multiple processors? We presented several schemes for distributed ER. Surprisingly, we discovered that simply minimizing the number of record replicas is not enough: schemes that make more copies may do better because they speed up the discovery of matching records. We also discovered [2] that exploiting domain knowledge is tricky, as it requires a good distribution of records across semantic groups, and may involve a trade-off between good performance and lowered recall (missed answer records).
